The complex system of the CMS all-silicon Tracker, with 15 148 silicon strip and 1440 silicon pixel modules, requires sophisticated alignment procedures. In order to achieve an optimal track-parameter resolution, the position and orientation of its modules need to be determined with a precision of few micrometers. The alignment of pixels modules is crucial for the analyses requiring a precise vertex reconstruction. The aligned geometry is based on the analysis of several million reconstructed tracks recorded during the commissioning of the CMS experiment, both with cosmic rays and with the first proton-proton collisions. Statistical precision of the alignment of the module with respect to the particle trajectories to less than 10 microns has been achieved. The results have been validated by several data-driven studies (track fit self-consistency, track residuals in overlapping module regions, and track parameter resolution) and compared with predictions obtained from a detailed detector simulation.
tion of the measurements per module which can be determined 22 using sufficiently large number of tracks and their hit signals.
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In CMS, the alignment software consists of two independent 24 algorithms, tools for the study of random and systematic mis- 
where r i j is the residual vector containing all residuals from the vector of p describing one sensor.
44
Using a sufficiently large sample of tracks, equation (1) To accommodate for nonlinearities introduced by the track 77 parametrization (q) and by the module parameters (p), equation
78
(1) needs to be linearized: 
where v = βc (here β as rel. velocity factor) is the velocity of the 
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Taking all this into account, the sum over all hits of one track
where β β β i is a vector of additional parameters of the track at 125 every scatterer to account for the deflection angles. κ is the 126 charge-signed curvature, u = (u 1 , . . . u n scat ) describe the hit po-127 sition in some local frame of the sensor and the projection ma-128 trix P i translates between the track frame and the local frame.
129
The sums run over n meas recorded hits and n scat scatterers along 130 one track, normally n meas < n scat as the detector is neither fully 131 hermetic nor efficient. 
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To take deviations from a flat surface into account, the sur-164 face has been expanded in terms of two-dimensional Legendre 165 polynomials:
where w(u, v) is the deviation from a plane at the origin of a Shown are the sagittae in v of pixel modules in the innermost layer, determined using a set of collision tracks (1.3 million minimum bias events at √ s = 7 TeV corresponding to 2.8 million good tracks) and cosmic ray tracks (2.5 million events, corresponding to 1.8 million tracks selected for alignment). The lower part shows the error bars centered at zero.
Considerations for future detectors

222
From the experience of the alignment of a tracking detector 223 at CMS, the following considerations may be helpful in order 224 to enhance the alignability of future detectors of similar design. 
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On the other hand, rigid mounting is very important. We 
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Tracks from non-standard origin. Such tracks add more con- between two sensors along a particle trajectory in reagions of 296 overlap connects them together very tightly.
297
Unnecessary features. In the case of silicon detectors, imple-298 menting hardware-based alignment systems is a difficult task.
299
Either they rely on precision mounting (e.g. some independent 300 sensors mounted on the frame of the silicon sensors) or they 301 mimick tracks by using lasers and holes in the metalization.
302
Only when their precision is at least comparable to the intrin-303 sic track hit resolution, a benefit may be realizable. 
